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Social networks are formed by individuals, in which personalities, utility functions, and interaction rules are made as close
to reality as possible. Taking the competitive product-related information as a case, we proposed a game-theoretic model
for competitive information dissemination in social networks. The model is presented to explain how human factors impact
competitive information dissemination which is described as the dynamic of a coordination game and players’ payoff is defined by a
utility function.Thenwedesign a computational system that integrates the agent, the evolutionary game, and the social network.The
approach can help to visualize the evolution of % of competitive information adoption and diffusion, grasp the dynamic evolution
features in information adoption game over time, and explore microlevel interactions among users in different network structure
under various scenarios.We discuss several scenarios to analyze the influence of several factors on the dissemination of competitive
information, ranging from personality of individuals to structure of networks.

1. Introduction and Prior Work

The emergent and rapid development of online social net-
working applications has changed the way in which both
consumers and enterprises interact and collaborate with each
other. Online social networking applications provide the
engaged individuals with collaborative environment to share
information or ideas with their neighbors, where the total
effect is greater than the sum of individual effects. In social
commerce, the dissemination of product-related informa-
tion is affected by individuals’ actions, which are strongly
determined by their characteristics and often influenced by
the decisions of other individuals. This kind of information
diffusion on the social network, including social advertise-
ments, word-of-mouth, and comments, finally influences the
buying behavior of the potential consumers. The features
and patterns of competitive information dissemination will
affect the product-related information spreading, such as
competitive advertisement and positive or negative word-of-
mouth because of their commercial feature. Therefore, it is

important to study how tomodel and analyze the competitive
diffusion through social network.

Epidemic models have been widely adopted by res-
earchers for information dissemination due to the analogy
between epidemics and the spread of information. The
underlying assumption of these models is that individuals
adopt a new behavior with a probability when they interact
with others who have already adopted it [1]. Gruhl et al. [2]
investigate the adoption of the classic Susceptible-Infected-
Removed (SIR) model for information dissemination. Yang
and Leskovec [3] developed a linear influence model to focus
on influence of individual node on the rate of dissemination
through the implicit network. Lü et al. [4] propose amodified
SIR model to describe the information diffusion in the
small-world network, proposing three different spreading
rules from the standard SIR model: memory effects, social
reinforcement, and nonredundancy of contacts, in which
the influence of social network structure is considered and
analyzed. These studies have macroscopically committed
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to the description of information diffusion through social
networks.

In recent years, researchers gradually observe that game
behaviors between individuals in social network, being the
foundation of the social group behavior, raise social dif-
fusions, which were always discussed in the microlevel in
prior related research. Micronodes in network constantly
adjust their strategy according to the behavior of other nodes,
through the dynamic game with other nodes to maximize
their own interests, and all the behaviours of individual node
finally form the social network group behavior. Therefore,
game-theoretic models, as a new perspective of interpreting
social diffusion, are increasingly adopted by computer sci-
entists for analyzing network behaviors. Game theory is a
set of analytical tools and solution concepts, which provides
explanatory and predicting power in interactive decision sit-
uations, when the aims, goals, and preferences of the partici-
pating players are potentially in conflict [5]. Unlike the classic
game theory, which assumes that gaming exists between
two individuals and happens only one-off, the evolutionary
game theory has opened up related hypothesis limitations.
It introduces the concept of time and space, considering the
game as the summary of historical experience and individual
learning, which makes it advantageous for social network
study. Several papers have applied evolutionary game theory
method to explain social diffusion. Kostka et al. [6] examined
the dissemination of competing rumors in social network,
using concepts of game theory and location theory,modelling
the selection of starting nodes for the rumors as a strategy
game. Meier et al. [7] presented a virus propagation game
model, finding that the Windfall of Friendship does not
increase monotonically with stronger relationships. Zinoviev
et al. [8, 9] adopted game theoretic models to understand
human aspects of information dissemination in which per-
sonalities of individuals are considered. Jiang et al. [10]
examined the evolutionary process of knowledge sharing
among users in social network and designed a computational
experimental system, developing a mixed learning algorithm
based on individual’s historical game strategy, neighbors’
strategy, and information noise.

Applying evolutionary game theory in social diffusion
study presumes that the game process between individuals
is not only determined by a single rival or individual, but
also all individuals in the neighborhood. Meanwhile, it takes
the historical game experience for future game behavior into
consideration. The benefit of each individual is evaluated by
the accumulated result of gaming many times. Individuals
benefit from the game with its neighbors; at the same time,
the benefit can be observed with comparisons to adjust
their game strategies, trying to achieve optimum benefits
and reach the overall game equilibrium. Evolutionary game
theory also has advantages on competitive social behaviors
and social diffusions. Alon et al. [11] introduced a game-
theoretic model of competitive dissemination of technolo-
gies, advertisements, or influence through a social network.
Wang et al. [12] proposed the stochastic game net model for
analyzing competitive network behaviors. Takehara et al. [13]
introduced and studied a deterministicmodel for competitive
information diffusion on social networks. In contrast tomany

other game theoretic models for the diffusion of information
and innovation [14, 15], the model considered competition
between different innovations spreading instead of discussing
a single one.

This paper is an extension of recent works, including
the method suggested by Jiang et al. [16] and the results
described by Yu et al. [17]. The dissemination of information
is modeled as the dynamic of coordination game, in which
player’s payoff is defined by a utility function and several cases
are analyzed to reach the conclusion that the spreading rate is
influenced by characteristics of individuals and several other
factors. Different from themodels of competitive information
diffusion introduced in prior work, we adopt a framework
for describing competitive information dissemination based
on a game-theoretic model and multiagent-based dynamics.
In this framework, we target several similar product-related
pieces of information that competes with each other. Con-
sumers may participate in discussing, adopting, and spread-
ing one of them. Totally different from news or opinions
dissemination that is always described as the spreading of the
virus, consumers always make product-related decision for
the utility motivation. In general, the utility is dynamically
determined by factors from the environment or from his
personal reasons. Meanwhile, prior research has shown that
different network structures topology has great impact on
social commerce. Therefore, both sociological and psycho-
logical characteristics are explicitly considered in our model
as the novelty. In thismodel, information passing intrinsically
involves both sides considering their characteristics: self-
perceived knowledge, brand loyalty, and social conformity,
which further determine their decisions of whether or not
to forward the information. The decisions are also based on
the global properties of the network, such as the knowledge
dynamic all through the network. These factors finally bring
different results of disseminations of different information
that compete with each other. Based on the dynamic game
model and strategy updating rules, we analyze competitive
information propagation and the affecting factors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the overview of competitive dissemination
model based on evolutionary game theory, social network,
and multiagent theory and introduces the individual’s utility
function. Section 3 discusses the dynamics and updating
rules for the model we build, proposes the assumptions,
and explains the model. In Section 4 we use an agent-based
computational approach for simulation.

2. Problem Statement

We propose a different, global point of view regarding the
incentives that govern the diffusion process. Suppose we have
several firms that would like to advertise competitive prod-
ucts via “viral marketing.” Each firm initially targets a small
subset of users, in the hope that the social advertisements
about their product would spread throughout the network.
However, a user that participates in discussing and spreading
product-related information is reluctant to participate in
another one.
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Table 1: Game payoff matrix.

Player 𝑖
𝑎 𝑏

Player 𝑗
𝑎 𝑈

𝑎𝑎
, 𝑈
𝑎𝑎

𝑈
𝑎𝑏
, 𝑈
𝑏𝑎

𝑏 𝑈
𝑏𝑎
, 𝑈
𝑎𝑏

𝑈
𝑏𝑏
, 𝑈
𝑏𝑏

For simplicity, we consider two pieces of information
competing over the social network, represented by infor-
mation 𝐴 or 𝐵. They are about the same kind of prod-
uct with different brands (e.g., Smartphones of iPhone or
Samsung). Which information is adopted by the individual
is determined by his self-perceived knowledge and herd
mentality. Information dissemination is caused by individ-
uals’ interaction with his neighbours for sharing knowledge
and opinion. This interaction, which arouses changes of
individuals’ acceptance and preference, could be considered
as a game based on information exchange. Individuals update
their strategies according to their payoff and the influence
of their neighbours. The change of individual’s information
level for the product affects the individual’s preference and
accordingly affects his choice of consumption.

2.1. Evolutionary Game Model. In the classic game-theoretic
model, the consumers are defined as players and each player
has only one state.We take each node in online social network
as players in game. The game is played in period 𝑡 = {𝑛, 𝑛 =

1, 2, 3, . . .} in online social networks that could be described
as an undirected graph.

First of all, we assume that all players engaged in the
evolutionary game are pure strategists, and each player could
choose only one of the strategies; strategy 𝑎 is participating
in discussion and spreading of information for information
𝐴 (corporation) and strategy 𝑏 is participating in discussion
and spreading of information 𝐵 (defection). Then the set of
available strategies for node 𝑖 could be described as two-
dimensional vectors:

𝑆
𝑖
= (

1

0
) or (

0

1
) , (1)

where 𝑆
𝑖
is the strategy of node 𝑖. In each round, the node

games with all of its neighbours (friends) and profit. The
payoff matrix 𝑀 is defined by the utility function 𝑈(𝑖)

illustrated in Table 1.
In Table 1, 𝑈

𝑖𝑗
, 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ (𝑎, 𝑏), represents the utility for the

player according to what strategy he chooses. The evolution-
ary game equilibrium can be detected by the dynamic repli-
cation method [5, 18] that can provide theoretical support
for macroscopic decisions on information dissemination,
ignoring network structure and environmental factors.Then,
the expected cooperation (defection) benefit fromknowledge
sharing can be expressed as

𝑈
𝑖
(𝐶) = 𝑝 ∗ 𝑈

𝑎𝑎
+ (1 − 𝑝) ∗ 𝑈

𝑎𝑏
,

𝑈
𝑖
(𝐷) = 𝑝 ∗ 𝑈

𝑏𝑎
+ (1 − 𝑝) ∗ 𝑈

𝑏𝑏
,

(2)

where 𝑝 is the percentage of nodes holding a cooperative
attitude (strategy 𝑎). 𝑈

𝑖
(𝐶) and 𝑈

𝑖
(𝐷), respectively, stand for

the benefit that node 𝑖 get in current round of game.
From the dynamic replication, the average benefit of the

whole group is

𝑈 = 𝑝 ∗ 𝑈
𝑖
(𝐶) + (1 − 𝑝)𝑈

𝑖
(𝐷) . (3)

The state of the evolutionary system over time for differ-
ent initial value of 𝑝 can be evaluated by the diffusion rate
𝐹(𝑝):

𝐹 (𝑝)

=
𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑝 (𝑈

𝑖
(𝐶) − 𝑈)

= 𝑝 (1 − 𝑝) [(𝑈
𝑎𝑎
− 𝑈
𝑎𝑏
− 𝑈
𝑏𝑎
+ 𝑈
𝑏𝑏
) ∗ 𝑝 + (𝑈

𝑎𝑏
− 𝑈
𝑏𝑏
)] .

(4)

Therefore, the game has three possible solutions to reach
equilibrium:

𝑝 = 0, 1,
𝑈
𝑎𝑏
− 𝑈
𝑏𝑏

𝑈
𝑎𝑎
− 𝑈
𝑎𝑏
− 𝑈
𝑏𝑎
+ 𝑈
𝑏𝑏

,

𝑝
∗

=
𝑈
𝑎𝑏
− 𝑈
𝑏𝑏

𝑈
𝑎𝑎
− 𝑈
𝑎𝑏
− 𝑈
𝑏𝑎
+ 𝑈
𝑏𝑏

,

(5)

where 𝑝∗ is the value with which the group evolutionary will
get the game equilibrium.This method can get the evolution-
ary equilibrium independent of environmental factors and
network structure. However, the competitive dissemination
we discuss in this paper is more complex.The historical game
path, the impacts of environment, and the interactive users’
decision should be taken into consideration comprehensively.
In this context, the equilibrium cannot be simply and solely
determined by the traditional dynamic replication method.
In this paper, we choose themethod of computational simula-
tion approach so as to get a more reasonable explanation and
description for competitive information dissemination over
the social networks.

2.2. Utility Definition. The impact of other individuals’
behavior has been extensively studied in social psychology
and marketing. In general, many early past findings (Asch
[19] and Schachter [20]) suggest that individuals have a
tendency to behave in accordance with group or social norms
and behave negatively toward opinions that deviate from
these norms. Based upon this premise, Deutsch and Gerard
[21] further developed the distinction between normative
social influence (pressure to conform to the expectations
of others) and informational influence (individual’s accep-
tance of persuasive argument(s) of others). Meanwhile, other
researches [22, 23] (McQuail [22] and Flanagin and Metzger
[23]) proved that people expect two types of value to engage in
community: information value and social support. We refer
to the conclusion and define the utility function when game
continues as follows.

(1) Self-Perceived Knowledge Model. People feel that the
message they spread can help others make informed decision
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of purchase. Product-related information is now being over-
whelmed from a constantly increasing amount of advertising.
Meanwhile, it can also be obtained by interpersonal sources
(Feick and Price [24]). Self-perceived knowledge level helps
to reduce the risk when making adopting and purchasing
decision. In this paper, we define 𝑘

𝑖
∈ [0, 1] (𝑖 = 𝐴 or 𝐵)

as the quantitative measure of self-perceived knowledge for
the product of brand 𝑖. This kind of knowledge can either be
gained from mass media or word-of-mouth prevalent in the
social network.The quantity of 1 represents full knowledge of
the product, which means the player knows everything about
the background of the product. The quantity of 0 represents
no prior knowledge of the product, which means the product
is totally new to the player. A value of 𝑘 ∈ (0, 1) represents
partial background knowledge of the product, which means
the player knows something about the product (such as “I
know something about the Smartphone of this brand”). We
describe the self-perceived knowledge level for both the two
brands of play 𝑖 as a vector 𝐾

𝑖
= (
𝑘𝐴

𝑘𝐵

). The consistent
conclusion can easily be reached in the real social commerce
circumstance, because the more self-perceived knowledge
a consumer has, the lower risk and cost he will pay for
consumptions.

Moreover, we observe that knowledge will transfer within
players as game continues; under some situations even new
knowledgewill be created. In order to describe the knowledge
dynamics during the game process, we assume that there are
two independent kinds of knowledge, each kind correspond-
ing to one of the competitive pieces of information of product.
For example, 𝑘

𝑖
and 𝑘

𝑗
are referring to different products.

They interact as the following rules.

(1) Interacting with a player having different kinds of
knowledge does not increase knowledge; 𝑘

𝑖
and 𝑘
𝑗
are

different kinds of knowledge.
(2) Interacting with a player having no knowledge

increases knowledge; 𝑘
𝑖
and 𝑘

𝑗
are the same kind of

knowledge.
(3) Interacting with a player having full knowledge cre-

ates full knowledge; 𝑘
𝑖
, 𝑘
𝑗
are the same kind of

knowledge.

The combined knowledge (marked as 𝑘
(𝑖,𝑗)

) is generated
by the following equation:

𝑘
(𝑖,𝑗)

=

max (𝑘
𝑖
, 𝑘
𝑗
) +min (1,max (𝑘

𝑖
+ 𝑘
𝑗
))

2
. (6)

We define a transferring operator ⊕ to describe the
knowledge transferring process among players when the
game is going. The transferring equation is given below:

𝐾
𝑖𝑗,𝑡+1

= 𝐾
𝑖,𝑡

⊕ 𝐾
𝑗,𝑡
. (7)

The above method was observed by Szabó and Fáth [5]
and Yu et al. [17], with a slightly different definition.

(2) Brand Commitment Model. In marketing, applications
of social or group influence can be found across a wide

range of contexts [25]. For example, scholars (Arndt [26]
and Gatignon and Robertson [27]) have often relied on
social influence as a theoretical basis for studying WOM
dynamics in the adoption of new products, for understanding
reference-group’s influence on product and brand choice
(Bearden and Etzel [28]) as well as polarization phenomenon
in group decision-making (Ward and Reingen [29]). Social
identity theory, explained by Ellermers et al. [30] and Tajfel
[31], indicates that some people care about the success of the
company they identify with. Dutton et al. [32] found that
people always voluntarily promote the company on which
they have a positive view and become loyal to the brand
once they develop to self-identity. Brand commitment is an
enduring desire to maintain a relationship with a brand. It
can be perceived as a condition inwhich consumers are firmly
enchanted with a certain brand to the extent that there is no
second choice. In other words, it implies brand loyalty.

Therefore, if an actor has a high level of commitment to a
brand, he or shewill tend to keep a stable relationshipwith the
brand. The actions of person with high or low commitment
will be different when they receive a negative message talking
about a target brand. For the sake of simplicity, we define
𝑏
𝑖 (𝑖=𝑎 or 𝑏) as the quantitative measure of brand commitment
of the product.This kind of commitment can bring bias when
choosing strategy. A value of 𝑏 ∈ [0, 1] represents player’s
preference or bias on some brand of product, which means
the player will definitely choose certain brand of the product
and reject others, no matter which one his neighbours
choose. Under some situations we can even infer that they
are spokesman or discommender of particular brand. We
describe the brand preference level of the two products for
player 𝑖 as a vector 𝐵

𝑖
= (
𝑏𝐴

𝑏𝐵

).

(3) The Rational Choice Model of Conformity. In social
commerce, applications of social or group influence can be
found across a wide range of contexts; prior results found by
Ryu and Han [25] and Arndt [26] suggest that individuals
are susceptible to social influence and that they often behave
in ways that conform to social norms or pressure. The same
conclusion is also observed by Gatignon and Robertson [27]
and Bearden and Etzel [28]. Conformity is often meant to
represent a solution to the problem and attain or maintain
social order that requires cooperation.These studies generally
focus onmodelling the dynamics of norms in the perspective
of cooperation. With reference to the prior research, we
assume that the need for social conformity is associated with
popularity. Popularitymeasures player 𝑖’s social influence and
dominance. It is one of the components in his utility function.
For the sake of simplicity, we evaluate it with the number of
his neighbours, which ismodified from themethod suggested
by Yu et al. [17]:

𝑃
𝑖
= 𝛼

𝑛
𝑖

𝑛max
. (8)

In this equation, 𝑛max is the maximum number of neigh-
bours of all players in the network, and 𝑛

𝑖
represents the

number of neighbours of player 𝑖. 𝛼 = [0, 1] is a controlling
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parameter anddescribes the probability the playerwill choose
to assimilate. For example, if 𝛼 = 1, keeping conformity with
his neighbours brings benefit to the player; 𝛼 = 0 indicates
that the two players’ choice conflicts with each other and the
total benefit for both two players is 0. In that case he is more
reasonable when making purchase decision.

(4)The Utility Function. Sociologists believe that how human
beings interpret and accept things could be summarized to
more than one way [33]. The first way is personal experience
and findings; another one is the established agreements or
beliefs; also some people rely on the behaviours of people
in groups, for they insist that believing what others say
is a very useful quality that can make people easily get
along and contributes a lot to stable social relations. In
actual social activities, these three ways are often combined.
However giving different weights on them reflects different
personalities of people and different characteristics of social
behaviour. We believe that the purpose of a rational actor 𝑖 is
to maximize her utility 𝑈

𝑖
. Therefore, 𝑈

𝑖
can be defined as a

convex combination of information contribution and social
norm contribution with coefficients 0 ≤ 𝜌, 𝜋, 𝑘 ≤ 1:

𝑈
𝑖
= 𝜌𝐾
𝑖
+ 𝜋𝐵
𝑖
+ 𝑘𝑃
𝑖
. (9)

With reference to the method and the experienced data
recommended by Zinoviev and Duong [8], we use a set of
coefficients {𝜌, 𝜋, 𝑘} to characterize a particular type of actors.
For example, 𝜌 = 0, 𝜋 = 1, and 𝑘 = 0 describe a type of
actors who have high loyalty to a special brand or those who
represent the benefit of certain brand. We call them “sworn
followers.” 𝜋 = 0, 𝜌 = 1, and 𝑘 = 0 probably correspond to a
community of actors who believe that different self-perceived
knowledge level will uniquely determine the strategy-making
process; we call them “experts.” 𝜋 = 0, 𝜌 = 0, and 𝑘 =

1 probably correspond to a community of actors who care
more about their reputation and conformity with the whole
community; we call them “conformists.” Meanwhile, 𝑗 is
the neighbour of 𝑖 in the network. According to the utility
definition we can calculate the payoff matrix in detail.

3. Analysis of Model

3.1. Assumption of the Model. Product-related information is
a kind of public information that can be got from various
channels; therefore we modify public goods game model and
make the following assumptions:

(1) In social network, the nodes are bounded rational.
We agreed that each node only interacts with its
neighbour nodes.

(2) Benefit is defined by the payoff matrix. Each node
is trying to obtain maximum benefit by enhancing
the significance of its activities to improve the social
capital in the community.

(3) The evolution process of nodes in the network is influ-
enced by various social factors. Each node has to con-
stantly adjust their strategy, imitating the behaviours
of its neighbours to improve the sociability within
community.

Strategies in the evolutionary game tend to be influenced
by other nodes’ opinion in the public information environ-
ment.Therefore, the strategy for node 𝑖 could be described as
a dimensional vector 𝑆

𝑖
. This kind of game is carried out over

certain kinds of social network structures; node 𝑖 interacts
with all of his neighbors in each round, and its payoff (𝑃

𝑖
) can

be described as

𝑃
𝑖
= ∑

𝑗∈Ω𝑖

𝑠
𝑇

𝑖
𝑀𝑠
𝑗
, (10)

whereΩ
𝑖
is the set of neighbors of node 𝑖 in the network and

𝑀 is the payoff matrix defined in Section 2.

3.2. Learning and Updating. Each node in the network
evolution needs to constantly adjust its strategy to imitate the
behaviors of its neighbors to improve sociability, referring to
various social factors. Nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 may also change their
strategies because they contact public socialmedia or they are
influenced by other environment factors.Whether to keep the
old strategy or change to the new one is defined by updating
rules. At the end of each stage of the evolutionary game, all
nodes can adjust their strategy according to the features and
benefits of its neighbours. This kind of imitation processes
formed a wide class of microscopic update rules. The essence
of the imitation is that the node who has the opportunity to
revise her strategy takes over one of her neighbor’s strategy
with some probability. The imitation process covers two
respects: whom to imitate and with what probability.

There are several common strategy update rules described
in the dynamics of evolutionary games. [5] (Majority rules,
Best Response Dynamic, etc.). Among them, this paper
considers the typical rule of imitation: Imitate If Better. The
standard procedure of the rule is to choose the node to imitate
at random from the neighbourhood. In the mean-field case
this can be interpreted as a random partner from the whole
population. The imitation probability may depend on the
information available for the node. The rule can be different
if only the strategies used by the neighbours are known,
or if both the strategies and their resulting last-round (or
accumulated) payoffs are available for inspection. Node 𝑖with
strategy 𝑆

𝑖
takes over the strategy 𝑆

𝑗
of another node 𝑗, which

is chosen randomly from 𝑖’s neighbourhood, if 𝑗’s strategy has
yielded higher payoff. Otherwise the original strategy 𝑆

𝑖
is

maintained. If we denote the set of neighbours of node 𝑖 who
hold the strategy 𝑆

𝑖
byΩ
𝑖
(𝑠
𝑖
) ⊆ Ω

𝑖
(Ω
𝑖
(𝑎) + Ω

𝑖
(𝑏) = Ω

𝑖
). The

individual’s strategy transition rate from strategy 𝑠
𝑖
to strategy

𝑠


𝑖
could be written as

𝜔 (𝑠
𝑖
→ 𝑠


𝑖
) =

𝜆

Ω𝑖


∑

𝑗∈Ω𝑖(𝑠


𝑖
)

𝜃 [𝑈
𝑗
− 𝑈
𝑖
] , (11)

where 𝜃 is the Heaviside function, 𝜆 > 0 is an arbitrary
constant, and |Ω

𝑖
| is the number of neighbors. Imitation

rules are more realistic if they take into consideration the
actual payoff difference between the original and the imitated
strategies. Proportional imitation does not allow for an
inferior strategy to replace a more successful one. Update
rules which forbid this are usually called payoff monotone.
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However, payoff monotonicity is frequently broken in case
of bounded rationality. Therefore, a possible general form of
imitation more realistic could be described as follows:

𝑃
𝑟𝑖→ 𝑗

=
1

1 + exp [(𝑈
𝑖
− 𝑈
𝑗
) /𝐾]

, (12)

where 𝑃
𝑟𝑖→ 𝑗

represents the probability node 𝑖 and imitates the
strategy of its neighbour 𝑗 finally. 𝑈

𝑗
is the benefit generated

by node 𝑗 and it is the maximum among those accrued by its
neighbours, while 𝑈

𝑖
is the accumulated benefits of node 𝑖,

and𝐾 is the information noise [34], representing the rational
level of the nodes.

The smaller𝐾 value is, the more rational of the behaviour
is. If 𝐾 = 0, then the whole process can be described
as a completely rational game, in which there is no error
when making decision; 𝐾 = +∞ indicates that game
strategies choosing can be depicted as a pure randomprocess,
which is completely irrational; 0 < 𝐾 < +∞ indicates a
limited rational game process; namely, the gamers adjust their
strategies according to rules, but there is a certain error.

4. Computational Simulations

In this section, we design the computational system, simulate
the virtual community and evolutionary process, collect
numerical results under different scenarios, and make com-
parisons through statistical analysis. The simulation and
experiments are implemented by NetworksX 1.7. NetworkX is
a graph theory and complex network modelling tool, devel-
oped with Python language, containing built-in algorithms
figure and complex network analysis modules, which can be
conveniently imported and executed for complex network
data analysis, simulation modelling, and so forth.

4.1. Formalize the Model Definition. Let each node in the
virtual network be an agent and there are 𝑛 agents. We define
the community network𝑁 as𝑁 = {𝑋,NT, 𝑈, 𝐹, 𝑡}, in which

(1) 𝑋 is the set of agents and 𝑋 = {agent1, agent2,
. . . , agent𝑛}. Each agent is a node in the network.

(2) NT is the set of network types and NT =

{smallword, random, scalefree}.
(3) 𝑈 is the set of benefits derived by all agents in each

game round; it is the accumulated value while gaming
with all its neighbours, 𝑈 = {𝑈

1
, 𝑈
2
, . . . , 𝑈

𝑛
}.

(4) 𝐹 is the state transfer function. The state of agent 𝑖 at
time 𝑡 + 1 is a function of parameters as stated in (12).

4.2. Experimental System and the Default Parameters. In our
study, a node in the network is either in a cooperation
(strategy 𝑎) or defection (strategy 𝑏) state. We describe the
diffusion of information for product 𝐴 (information 𝐴 for
simplicity in the later paper) in the network as

diffusion of information 𝐴 (%)

=
sum of the nodes holding strategy 𝑎

total number of nodes
∗ 100%.

(13)

And we describe the diffusion of information for product
𝐵 (information 𝐵 for simplicity) as

diffusion of information 𝐵 (%)

=
sum of the nodes holding strategy 𝑏

total number of nodes
∗ 100%.

(14)

In the model, we simulate individual strategy evolution.
The evolutions of the information spreading and accepting
conditions are studied, trying to find out how to promote
or hinder certain preference of strategy from winning. We
conduct several experiments on the competitive information
dissemination in a social network. There are some famil-
iar and natural models of social networks, which could
be applied in these experiments: random graph, scale-free
network, and small-world network. We applied the latter two
different networks for case study. A scale-free network is a
random graphwhose degree distribution follows a power law,
while a small-world network follows a random graph model
inwhichmost nodes can be reached fromevery other node by
a small number of hops, which is generally known as small-
world phenomenon. Many empirical networks are well-
modelled by small-world networks, such as social networks,
wikis, and gene networks.

We explore the interaction among all individuals over
time (100 simulation rounds in our case). The simulation is
divided into five procedures.

(1) Set up the network structure; define the game param-
eters and the model parameters.

(2) Graphically illustrate the network evolution and show
how the nodes change dynamically in the network.

(3) In each step, each participating individual updates the
strategy according to the rules of replication dynamic
view (strategy).

(4) In each simulation time period, take the evolutionary
steps in the periodic system that all the individuals or
a fixed percentage of them reach or maintain a stable
state as the equilibrium of the evolution.

(5) Display the simulation result and show the character-
istics of the network.

4.3. Experimental Results. Thepopulation of our experiments
is set to 1000. The small-world network applied for our
experiments is set as follows: the number of connections per
node is set to 5, and the probability of connection to link
neighbours per node is set to 0.2. For the scale-free network,
the number of edges being added to the network each step
is set as 5. 𝑘

𝑎
, 𝑘
𝑏
, 𝑏
𝑎
, and 𝑏

𝑏
are initialized using uniform

distribution on [0, 1) throughout the experiment with slight
difference under different scenarios.

(1) Results for Different Network Structures. At the start of
the experiments, the two pieces of product information has
been equally adopted. 𝑘

𝑎
, 𝑘
𝑏
, 𝑏
𝑎
, and 𝑏

𝑏
are initialized using

uniform distribution, with the condition that 𝐴 dominate in
dissemination during gaming.We assume that the maximum
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(a) Information diffusions in small-world networks
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(b) Information diffusions in scale-free networks

Figure 1: % of adoption for competitive product-related information under different network structure.

value of 𝑘
𝑎
is larger than the one of 𝑘

𝑏
; for simplicity, to

guarantee the condition, 𝑘
𝑎
and 𝑘
𝑏
are initialized on [0.2, 0.7]

and [0, 0.2) and vary following the knowledge dynamic rules
defined in Section 2. 𝑏

𝑎
and 𝑏
𝑏
follow uniform distribution on

the interval [0, 1). 𝜋 = 0.3, 𝜌 = 0.3, 𝑘 = 0.4, and 𝐾 = 0.8. The
evolutionary steps in each round are set to 50.

Following the conditions of this scenario, we find the
dominant strategy reaches the whole population or reaches a
stable dominant winning status (the equilibrium), in different
gaming steps over different network structure (see Figure 1).
In the scale-free network, the dynamic can reach a stable
status more easily.

Compared to the small-world networks, in scale-free
network, the majority of individuals have only one high-
degree neighbour. There will be more references for him to
evaluate his neighbours’ payoff, providing him with a higher
probability to successfully imitate a better strategy. Then the
neighbours of him are apt to imitate his strategy because of
his high-degree status in the social networks. After several
game rounds, the individual game is changed to group game
with several high-degree players as the core nodes. It is
obvious that the number of groups is much less than the
number of nodes who participate in the game; thus the Scale-
free networks can reach equilibrium faster than small-world
model and meanwhile shows higher sensitivity, assumed by a
larger amplitude around the equilibrium.

(2) Results for Different Personalities. Our analysis continues
with how the spreading of competitive information differs
according to the weight of acceptance change that affects
agents’ utility function. In the prior model, we classify the
cases into different personalities.

(a) The Influence of Individual Personality Differences on
Game Equilibrium. We use a particular set of coefficients

{𝜌, 𝜋, 𝑘} to characterize different types of agents. At the start of
experiments, 𝑘

𝐴
, 𝑘
𝐵
, 𝑏
𝐴
, and 𝑏

𝐵
are initialized using uniform

distribution on the internal [0, 1) and they evolve according
to the knowledge dynamic rules described in Section 2.
Referring to the empirical data [17] (Yu et al., 2012), 𝐾 =

0.01. We ran the experiment in three different cases which
cover population with different personalities. In the first case
(Figure 2), the agents have high desire for knowledge and low
desire for brand loyalty and reputation; we set the parameters
(𝜋, 𝜌, 𝑘) distinguishing personalities as (0.8, 0.1, 0.1), which
we called “experts.” In the second case, the agents have low
expectation for reputation and knowledge and strong desire
for loyalty to a certain brand; we set the parameter (𝜋, 𝜌, 𝑘)
as (0.1, 0.8, 0.1), and we called them “sworn followers.” In the
last case, the agents have great desire for social conformity
and influence; we set the parameter (𝜋, 𝜌, 𝑘) as (0.1, 0.1, 0.8)
and call them “conformist.”

In this experiment, the gaming steps are set to 50 in
each simulation round and the initial % of information 𝐴

is set to 80% to get a more definite comparison. We carry
out experiments in 100 simulating rounds totally for the two
different kinds of network structure.

Comparing experimental results under three different
scenarios, a phenomenon could be observed in common,
that the average steps before reaching the equilibrium in
scale-free network is generally less than that in the small-
world network, which get the consistent conclusion with
experiment (a). The convergence of dynamic in scale-free
network is more obvious with slight fluctuation, while the
dissemination in the small-world network distribute more
scattered.

As one can see from the figures, in all scenarios the
whole network rapidly converges to a stable distribution. In
the network of “experts” the average full convergence takes
more time than in the network of “sworn followers” and
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(a) Information diffusions among “Experts”
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(b) Information diffusions among “Sworn followers”
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(c) Information diffusions among “Conformists”

Figure 2: Different convergence times due to different settings of (𝜋, 𝜌, 𝑘), 𝑘
𝐴
, 𝑘
𝐵
, 𝑏
𝐴
, and 𝑏

𝐵
are initialized on [0, 1). The values of (𝜋, 𝜌, 𝑘)

are, from (a) to (c), (0.8, 0.1, 0.1), (0.1, 0.8, 0.1), and (0.1, 0.1, 0.1), representing experts, sworn followers, and conformists.

“conformist.” Also, the “expert” network always has some
unsubstantial numbers of people doubting the diffused facts,
performance in the sharp fluctuations. Generally speaking,
information dissemination will proceed to the stable state
most quickly in the scale-free network with “conformist” in
the majority.

Local heterogeneity behaviour preference can explain
the phenomenon, which could be sharply reduced over the
network of “sworn followers” and “conformist.” A compatible
opinion or preference could be more easily reached, being
explained by fewer steps before the equilibriumduring evolu-
tion. Each agent considers all the strategies their neighbours
take and keep consistent with the overall opinion easily.
However, when “experts” take a strategy, accidental shadows

have more chance to happen, which increase the uncertainty
of spreading result.

(b)The Influence of Preference Benefit on InformationDissemi-
nation. Large proportion of a particular personality dominant
in the population indicates a certain psychological tendency
in social networks. For example, the psychology of “First
Impression” leads to a majority of “sworn followers” to a
special brand or product. The psychology of “Herd effect”
leads to plenty of “conformists.” Meanwhile, the psychology
of “Experientialism” makes most agents in the network more
rational and specialistic.

In addition, a piece of information has its own life cycle,
experiencing the process of production, diffusion, decay, and
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Figure 3: Under different evolutionary time, the diffusion states of information 𝐴 with yield change of 𝐴’s preference benefit (relative to 𝐵).
The values of 𝑏

𝐴
and 𝑏
𝐵
are well-distributed on [0, 1)with step size 0.05. 𝑘

𝐴
, 𝑘
𝐵
are initialized using uniform distribution on the internal [0, 1).

death, which cannot be absolutely fixed. Therefore, each
round of evolutionary game cannot continue without time
limiting.Thus, we simulate the winning probability of certain
information for evolutionary process in limited time periods,
trying to reveal the dissemination of competitive information
from a more practical perspective.

As is shown in Figure 3, the gaming steps are, the gaming
steps are, respectively, set to 20, 50, and 100; the initial % of
information 𝐴 is set to relatively low rate as 1%. Taking the
small-world network under the psychological state of “First
Impression” for instance, we carry out experiments in 100
rounds for different evolution time, trying to observe the
change on winning probability and diffusion rate of informa-
tion 𝐴 due to different information preference benefits.

The winning probability of 𝐴 generally increases with its
preference benefit and the evolution time. When the benefit
is lower than 0.1 comparing to 𝐵, there is no advantage for 𝐴
to win. There is a sharp rising between the preference values
0.1 and 0.2. After that, the probability fluctuates at a relatively
high level. Following the rule of “Imitate If Better,” a very
small group of initial adoption can get a high win probability.
The diffusion rate of 𝐴 also shows an ascending trend along
with the preference benefit increasing when the benefit is
lower than 0.2. Then the average diffusion rate keeps stable.
Meanwhile, it can be concluded that information diffuse
becomes lower after 50 game steps, which means, in most
rounds of simulation, the minority of population for infor-
mation 𝐴 will quickly occupy the whole population because
of the enough preference benefit and knowledge dynamic.

(3) Results with Different Initial Settings. We now discuss the
impact of the initial % of information settings. The initial

percentage of people adopting information𝐴 is set at 0.1, 0.5,
and 0.8, respectively. 𝑘

𝑎
and 𝑘

𝑏
are initialized on [0.2, 0.7]

and [0, 0.2), varied by the knowledge dynamic rules defined
in Section 2. 𝑏

𝑎
and 𝑏

𝑏
follow uniform distribution on the

interval [0, 1). 𝜋 = 0.3, 𝜌 = 0.3, 𝑘 = 0.4, and 𝐾 = 0.8. The
evolution steps in each round are set to 50. The simulation
round is set to 100 and the value gained at each step is
calculated to the average.

The results indicate that the initial support of information
will also have a major impact on the diffusion process. If
information 𝐴 in the initial state of the system has a higher
adoptive rating (𝑝 > 0.5), the chance of information 𝐴 wins
will be further enhanced. As to the lower initial adoptive
rating of information𝐴 (𝑝 < 0.5), the networkwill takemuch
more time to reach an equilibrium as shown in Figure 4. In
the network structure of small-world, information 𝐴 will fail
to win when its initial adoptive rating is set to 0.1. When
information 𝐴’s initial adoptive rating is increasing, the
diffusion rate of 𝐴 raises sharply, indicating that information
𝐴 is more likely to reach the whole population. Under the
structure of scale-free network, the phase change process is
much smoother. It can be inferred that scale-free networks
provide more heterogeneous topology structure, in which
information 𝐴 has a higher probability of winning. Thus
scale-free networks could be seen as a factor which decreases
with the winning odds of preferred information for a certain
product.

(4) Results with Incomplete Information. We finally examine
the impact of information noise on the probability of 𝐴’s
adoption and dissemination.The information noise levels are
set at 𝑘 = 0.01, 10, and 10,000, respectively.
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(a) Diffusion of information 𝐴 under different initial % setting in small-
world networks
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(b) Diffusion of information 𝐴 under different initial % setting in scale-
free networks

Figure 4: Diffusion of information under different initial % setting through different network structure. The value of 𝑝 is 0.1, 0.5, and 0.8.

The initial percentage of people adopting information 𝐴
is set at 0.1 to make a more significant comparison. 𝑘

𝑎
and

𝑘
𝑏
are initialized on [0.2, 0.7] and [0, 0.2) and vary following

the knowledge dynamic rules defined in Section 2. 𝑏
𝑎
and 𝑏
𝑏

follow uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1). 𝜋 = 0.3,
𝜌 = 0.3, and 𝑘 = 0.4. The evolution steps in each simulation
time period are set to 50. The simulation round is set to 100
and in each simulation period the mean value is referred.

The results in Figure 5 reveal that individual’s irrational
selection of strategies will also affect the results of dissemi-
nation. The smaller 𝐾’s value is, the more rational behaviour
can be observed. The preferred information will take the
advantage more easily over the network. It indicates that, for
a limited rational game process, namely the game players
adjust their strategies according to certain rules, the evolution
will reach an equilibrium under the circumstance of low
knowledge noise.Therefore, in the process of irrational game,
it is hard for a certain piece of information to win more
audience than the other, even though the former one has
an obvious advantage of initial share. The reason is that the
increasing of noise brings uncertainty of strategy evolution
when “Imitate If Better” updating rule plays a role. It can
also easily reach the conclusion again that scale-free networks
structure could weaken the winning probability of preferred
information.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

An evolutionary game model based on stochastic strategy
updating dynamic for competitive product-related informa-
tion dissemination in social network is presented in this
paper. Several important implications can be drawn from the
work.

Firstly, compared with the Small-world networks, Scale-
free networks are a kind of better structure for information
dissemination. In the case that the overall average knowledge
level is relatively high, the advantageous information in scale-
free networksmore easily defeat the others because of the less
difference between individuals in this network structure.

Secondly, different virtual communities (with differ-
ent network structures) should adopt different macrolevel
managerial strategies, for instance customized rewarding
and penalty mechanisms. Different incentives and penalties
can influence user’s choice of product-related information
spreading decision and affect the performance of information
sharing.

Furthermore, results of the competitive information dis-
semination are affected by the initial self-perceived knowl-
edge distribution of products and brand preference among
individuals, which means that, in order to make more
individuals prefer a brand than the other, the company should
provide more information to indirectly promote individuals’
acceptance of the product, for example, through the mass
media.

Finally, different personalities and mentalities in the
virtual community lead to different dissemination process
of competitive product-related information. Individuals’ irra-
tional selection of strategies also affects the results of dissem-
ination.

Other models as we know, including SIR Model, Markov
Model, and Random Petri-Net Model, only explain the
information spreading in individual behaviour level. They
could not preferably reflect the individual spreading behavior
evolution in the context of time change, network structure,
and interaction with others. Game theory is powerful tool in
information dissemination behavior description. Our work
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(a) The trend of change for information 𝐴 adoption in evolution over
small-world networks
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(b) The trend of change for information 𝐴 adoption in evolution over
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Figure 5: The impact of information noise on the % of information adoption in evolutionary process, the value of 𝐾 is 0.01, 10, and 1000.

reveals several interesting conclusions as to the nature of
competitive information dissemination, employing an agent-
based simulationmethod to explore the evolution of informa-
tion adoption and dissemination behavior in social networks.
We hope that this paper would provide some new insights
into the research of competitive information.

This paper has some limitations and we will improve our
model from the aspects as follows.

(1) We assume that the network structure is fixed and
did not consider the evolution of the network struc-
tures themselves, including not only homogeneous
network, but also heterogeneous network containing
several different types of players.

(2) Theutility parameters are endogenous to some extent.
To evaluate how the endogeneity impacts the person-
ality and to what extent it will influence the choice of
information adoption is a problem we will discuss in
the future work.

(3) Large number of real data should be used to support
the model, as a supplement of the simulation.
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